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e guide to the sensational world of Sega and 
Sonic The Comic. Hosted by Megadroid. 

‘Al the chart action for all the Sega systems 
+ in every issue of STC. 
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RIGHT. YOU'VE 
POINT. NOW 

DO YOU WANT? 





STOP IT. 
BOTH OF vou! THIS 

18 POINTLESS! 
SONIC IS NEVER 

GOING To GIVE LP THE 
CHAOS EMERALDS! 

OF FINDING OuT ABOUT 

WHY DON'T We 
4 JOIN FORCES AGAINST 

DOCTOR ROBOTNIK?, 
WE HAVE ways: 

MY GIRLS 

ME b. muh 

= v 
PRETTY CLEVER OF AMY, DONT YOU THINK, 

Sonic = 

HAVEN'T SEEN THE 
Q\ vast oF Caprain 

PLUNDER! 
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PUBLISHER PRICE 
SEGA £29.99 

_ GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

PLAYABILITY 

game type: ACTION 
1 PLAYER 

Prepare to play s lassio shooter! Subterramiais similaryn | Wo. | 
style to a game from the mid-eighlies called Theust . As 
controller, youre in charge of flying ship: whict gollects 
arts of 2 sub and your task is to destroy invading dlens, | F 

There are aight missions to play through: each hss varied Sa 
bbjectives which range feom tasculng stranded miners to = +: = 
ceollacting'specia! weapons and opening pu2z!e doors. You . 
are brlalad atthe beoinning of sach missionsegarding the || “Ac ‘<9 
objectives and aye show iecial map feveRlingiliere you | “"=* ~~" 
Start and and your miss chleves. 

The beauty of Subterra quite a bit of 
strategy ie ship has 
‘omited tual you have'to wateh out for top ups and limited 
shields 60 you Gannotitam aljens, 

Your CaNMON Cam De \uft to recharge and when rested foro PUBLISHER PRICE 

short period, It thet dali ‘SEGA £00.99 
backdrops are beautifully colo GRAPHICS _ 

yeh onthe 
Mega Orlva, It le also superbly resented ‘oliers great 

challenge. Miles It not! ~WL, SOUND 
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YouR TECHNOLOGY IS 
tf YOU SHARE HIS. BUT CRUDE MECHANICS. 
PALTRY FIGHTING THIS AGE STILL HAS NO 

DEFENGE AGAINST THE 
“ag ARTS OF MA 

GOOD POINT, XAVIER, BUT 
THESE GUYS STILL PaGK Some JR 
PRETTY FANGY RAY GUNS. 
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cooLin, SLasH. 
i's Just THE 

SEVENTH CAVALRY 
COME TO THE 
RESCUE, 

US ABOUT THE 
HIS WORK IS PROGRESSING 

BUT INCOMPLETE 

™ i 
THEN WE GOTTA TRASH WAN Fe 
WHAT HE DOES HAVE BEFORE 
IT GAN DEVELOP INTO 
OVERLORD TECHNOLOGY. > 

tes Dy 

WE WIPED AS MUGH AS WE 
COULD FROM HIS FILES, BUT 
HE MAY ALREADY BE WORKING 
ON PROTOTYPE WEAPONS, E : K I$ THIS BlO-KEY STUFF REALLY L $0 DANGEROUS THAT WE SHOULD 

GO BACK IN THERE? 

NOT ONLY SOW THE SEED OF 
FUTURE DESTRUCTION, BUT 

UNTOLD. 
HE PR 

¢ 
Ky oa 

Ae) 
ni sitet 

iLL NI 
Cnc UNDERSTAND, 
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=KEY PLACES HARD iat | | 

Bienes ER DIRECT 
| i = 

ORGANIC CONTROL. 

r ‘i 

: . ¥/ Neurat sensoas ie 
IY scan my mind 

PATTERNS FOR 

= 
NAVIGATION GONTROLLERS 1 CAN LOCK AND 
MAP (AY CHOSEN FLIGHT AUNCH MISSILES WITH 
PATH DIRECT FROM THE GHT AND A 
SURFACE OF MY BRAIN NCE. MAGHINE AND 

1D WORK IN COMPLETE 
HARMONY. 



A CART BUILT FOR FOUR THE FUTURE OF SIMULATED 
COMBAT? 

4-CART BRINGS FRIENDS TOGETHER! 
Have you seen Sega’s Virtua Fighter in the 
arcades yet? Woooaht It's some mean machine 
perhaps the best one-on-one combat simulator 
yet. What sakes Virtua Fighter stand out from 

t Fighter 1! crowd is its television-like 
jon, The eight characters are built from 

s them look as though they 
4, but their movements are 

amazing! It's a new level of realism. A ‘camera 
follows the action and somehow it manages to 
200m in and out and pan around to present a film- 
Pe the way, 

The fighters are as follows. . . Akira js bes! 
described as a Ryu-like character, Kage Is 8 ninja, 
Pai’s a sort of Chun Li-ish type, Jacky’s a blond, 
spiky-haired chap, Jettry is bearded with 

> dreadlocks, Sarah's a lean, mean lady, Lau's & 
despicable-looking dude with # moustache and a 

3 cost of £25.00 and £20. va pony-tail, and Wolf has pointy teeth 
V works with both adapi Control buttons have been kept to a 
anounced J-Cart for th ve ‘one for punches, one for kicks and one for 

way pla y, 408 defence - but many different combinations are 
you can enjoy the thril possible. The characters all have their own 

ills ot multi-player action - and ai c e standa variations of half-a-dozen or $0 special moves 
cartridg (such as a throw and the ability to jump on 

The first d-Cart colease will be Tennis All-Stars in May. Two oth fallen opponent - a sight to behold!) plas their 
SoCart tities in Micro Machines 2 and Psycho unique ‘powers’ 
Pinball, for re a A conversion of Virtua Fighter for Sega's new 

The J-Cart adapter can't be used with any other cartridge, but the super-duper Saturn machine is happesing righ 
a 18 four-player option comes free with certain Codemaste now, and it’s said to be almost as good as the 

dn't be sneored a arcade machine! A Mega Drive version will only be 
considered if Virtua Racing is successful when 
it's released this month (some technical experts 

hat it would have to be priced at almost 
£100 to cover the 
cost of the Sega 
Virtual Processor 
inside the cartridge, 
wich belps the 
Mega Drive run the 
3D shape stuff at 2 
playable speed). 

In the meantime, 
look out for t 
Virtua Fight 
arcade machine 
it's as impressive t 
watch as itis to 
play, and it could 
redefine the way 
some people think 
about arcade 



IMAGINATIVE IMAGIHEER 
NEW TITLES TARGETED AT MEGA DRIVE 

hicking off with Klek OFF II 
t's Wolfenstein, for re ater thi: 

Wolfenstein he (BM P 
ning a herie throe-dim 

gh the play ptain William 

negotiate Castle Wolfensteln's maze-like 
warms of German soldie! attemp! 

fe and provent a defeat 

2 gun area 

on see Juve 
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$ A ‘UNIVERSAL’ VIRTUA CART ON THE WAY? 

e The Comic would 50 

HEALTH ut 
100% 33 

aunsts @WEWS 
ACCLAIM ACTIVITIES 

Don't hold your breath... There we were 
expecting to see Acclaim’s new Maga Drive soccer 
simulation, Ryan Gigg's Seecer, in January but 
it turned out that it s release was around Easter 

« Acclaim's Mega Drive American Foothall 
simulation NFL Quarterback Club (written by 
Park Place of John Madden fame) has been put 
back to Jui Maximum Carnage, the new 
Spider-Man adventure for the Mega-Drive, is now 
due for release in Septemba 

‘And from the ‘old Acolaim titles to the new 
In the same month, and also for the Mega Drive 
we can expect to See two new games starring key 
figures from The Simpsons television show. In 
Virtual Bart - surprise - Bart Simpson enters the 
wacky world of Virtual Reality. “It's very bizarre,” 
says an Acclaim spokesperson, “but that's all | 
can say for now." Itehy And Seratehy on the 
other hand is & platform-based affair in which the 
cat and mouse duo remain the best of enemies and 
‘attempt to beat each other senseless - all in the 
best possible taste of course. 

Finally, trom Acclaim for the Mega Drive in 
mber, there's Stargate which Is based on 

the new big-budget science fiction film directed 
by Roland Emmerlich (anyone remember the 
terrible ‘Moon 44'7) starring Kurt Russell a6 & 
futuristic soldier, 

SONY'S SOCCER SOLACE 

Sports fans who are sick to the back teeth with 
World Cup soccer overkill may wish to seek solace 
In yet another addition, the already over- 
subscribed Baseball and American Football scenes 

« « Sony Electronic Publishing is releasing ESPN 
seball Tonight and ESPN Sunday Wight NFL 

for the Mega Drive and Mega-CD this month. Both 
simulations feature 26 teams of digitised athletes 
plus full leagues, seasons and tournaments, and 
unique footage and commentary trom the ESPN 

vor s ow as to blow mere speculation out of proportion far the sak sports net 
2 story. But here is a morsel of gossip that we hope has fallen from 2 veritable banquet table 

Rumour has it that Sega has been considering the possibility of releasing Virtua Racing as-a plug: 
yough cartridge. This would mean Sega selling a special cartridge featuring the new 

Virtual Processor (used the 8D polygon shapes), then the Virtua Racing 
heorstically further Virtua releases - would be purcl ately 

in to the SVP cartridge, Obviously, there would be an extra one-off 
t for the SVP cartridge, but It would mean that the price of Virtua Racing - and 
sequent polygon-bas: would be kept to 8 more desirable level (se 

firtua Fighter’ item). 
The bad news is thal t may not be implemented because 

up tl utilising Sega's te ay for 
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GIGALOPOLIS ZONE 

ACT 1 
This stage is ENORMOUS! 

You start to get s feel for the sheer size and 
challenge awaiting you in Sonic Chaos. 
Gigalopolis has a starry feel to it and the 
goodies are just packed in for you to discover. 

Things to look out for:- 
* TV's abound. Look carefully for 16 

Sonic Chaos s 
TURQUOISE 
HILL ZONE 

otter and you should 
forms 

ny rings you can 

6 strips, Spikes,” 
into a chamber and 

ly . For those of you 
hem there is a TV with 

li ss, wait for Part 4 of 



cibillty 

as well as loops, tunnals, slip sliding walkways, 
spikes, and a fast chamber with springs on the 
ceiling and floor (my favourite stretch is the top of 
a tunnel with 56 (yes 54) rings scattered along its 
length), 

ACT 3 
Time to take on another of Robatnit’s croni 
Getting to him is easy - you just follow your (or 
rather, Sonic's) no: 

You will see s.moving platform just betore you 
{go into one of three tunnels. Jump on it and leap 
‘off onto the top of the loop to your loft. You will 
not be able to see yourself but you will hear that 
you hit something in the centre of the loop. Jump 
straight up and break it to get the Fast Shoes, 
then ran hard right to the boss. 

NEXT ISSUE: 
SONIC CHAOS PART 2 
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Send your letters and drawings te: Speediines, Son 
The Comic, 25/31 Tavistock Place, Lendon WC1K SSU. And those who don 

Sonic never fails in his quest 
hog is by far th 
eats Tails Is ei 

Caria Padmore, Anstey, Leles. MD owner 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

for yo 
gh It was quite ditty 
ext time that you write 

r mamory burning bright 

Aeart Dear STC. 
Shereclitte, thought that the Tails strip: The Land 
alae Beyond was cool, bui wos 
Seale Va F finished in issue 21. Also, | th Winner interes 

omic and it ealms me dow 
Nicholas Palmer, Compton, Surrey, 

Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

P.S. I've enclosed 10p tor Meg 

As much 

guts pilfered by the editor who's 
oubting lan ving vp for a holiday to Bridlingt 

(tocidentay, be assures me that Tasls will return 

appointed when it 
ght you might be 

d to know that whenever I get angry f read 

it pains me, please 

F true! Every latter ave drawing printed e0 this page wing.a { 
i Segasational prae! One of thesa fabulous Tomy Senle The He © 
i 0 be yours. Fil with water heb ° 

n cai Relp Senic cateh al tbe power ring. Its ebalonging 
it's portable, i's fos and it's wet! 

Ja joa part ote rasge of mega 5 & 
cas be Doupht at toy shops jeparinent 

a stockist in your arés phone the 
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